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We present a combined theoretical and experimental study of water adsorption on
Ru(0001) pre-covered with 0.25 monolayers (ML) of oxygen forming a (2x2) structure.
Several structures were analyzed by means of Density Functional Theory calculations
for which STM simulations were performed and compared with experimental data. Up
to 0.25 monolayers the molecules bind to the exposed Ru atoms of the 2x2 unit cell via
the lone pair orbitals. The molecular plane is almost parallel to the surface with its H
atoms pointing towards the chemisorbed O atoms of the 2x2 unit cell forming hydrogen
bonds. The existence of these additional hydrogen bonds increases the adsorption
energy of the water molecule to approximately 616 meV, which is ~220 meV more
stable than on the clean Ru(0001) surface with a similar configuration. The binding
energy shows only a weak dependence on water coverage, with a shallow minimum for
a row structure at 0.125 ML. This is consistent with the STM experiments that show a
tendency of the molecules to form linear rows at intermediate coverage. Our
calculations also suggest the possible formation of water dimers near 0.25 ML.

PACS: 68.37.Ef; 68.43.Bc; 68.55.Jk.

1. Introduction

At low coverage, water binds preferentially on atop adsorption sites on metal
surfaces with its molecular dipole almost parallel to the surface.1 The increase of water
coverage gives rise to the formation of dimers, trimers, hexamers and finally clusters
and honeycomb structures.2,
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While these initial water structures on clean metal

surfaces are of fundamental interest in wetting, electrochemistry and chemical reaction
studies, it is also very important to understand the adsorption of water on oxides and on
oxygen covered metal surfaces. This is because oxygen atoms at the surface might
change significantly the binding of water,4 due to the possibility of formation of
hydrogen bonds with the water molecules.
Indeed, on a Rh(111) surface with a dense oxygen overlayer forming a (1x1)
structure,5 it has been proposed that the first layer of water binds via formation of Hbonds with the surface O atoms. In a recent X-ray study6 of water adsorption on
O(2x2)/Ni(111) two different water structures have been identified. On Ru(0001), a
transition from covalent bonding to the Ru atoms to hydrogen bonding to the O atoms
on the O(1x1)/Ru(0001) surface has been proposed.7 Recently, in a combined X-ray
photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) and thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) study of
water on Ru(0001) as a function of O coverage, a transition from thermally activated
dissociative adsorption for O coverage θ < 0.25 ML to non-dissociative adsorption for θ
> 0.25 ML has been observed, strongly suggesting a related change in the adsorption
configuration of water.8

In this work we present a combined theoretical and experimental study of water
adsorption on the O(2x2)/Ru(0001) surface structure. Different adsorption geometries
are found and discussed in detail. Simulated STM images from these structures are then
compared with the experimental images. We find that water molecules adsorb
covalently on Ru top sites and form additional hydrogen bonds with the O atoms of the
O(2x2)/Ru(0001) surface. The additional H bonding increases the adsorption energy
appreciably with respect to that on the clean substrate. The calculated adsorption
energies show a weak dependence on water coverage, with a shallow minimum for a
row structure at 0.125 ML, consistent with the experimental STM images that show a
tendency of the molecules to form rows at intermediate coverage and a stable water
(2x2) superstructure near 0.25 ML. Our calculations also predict that structures formed

by monomers and dimers at high and intermediate coverages are almost energetically
degenerate.

2. Theoretical Method

Our density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed using the Vienna
package (VASP),9-11 within the Perdew-Wang 1991 (PW91) version of the general
gradient approximation (GGA).12 The projector augmented wave (PAW)13, 14 method
was used to describe the interaction of electrons with Ru, O and H atoms.
A symmetric slab of seven Ru layers and the same amount of vacuum was used to
represent the Ru (0001) surface. The oxygen and water adsorbates are placed on each
surface of the symmetric slab. A plane-wave cutoff of 400 eV and a 6x6x1 k-point
sampling was used for the smallest cell, corresponding to a 2x2 unit cell of the
Ru(0001) clean surface. For the larger 4x4 unit cell used to represent lower water
coverages the k-point sampling was reduced to 3x3x1. Previous to water deposition,
oxygen atoms are adsorbed on hcp sites at 1.17 Å above the Ru topmost layer.15, 16 This
geometry was optimised by allowing relaxation of all degrees of freedom of the two
outermost Ru layers and the O atoms until residual forces were smaller than 0.03 eV/Å.
After the addition of water all adsorbates, together with top and bottom Ru layers, were
allowed to relax in all directions of space during the structural optimization. This
procedure was considered to be accurate enough since the adsorption energy of water at
0.25 ML coverage only changed by 10meV when all atoms, except those Ru atoms in
the middle of the slab, were allowed to relax.

The adsorption energy of the water molecule, Eads, is calculated from:

Eads = −( E H 2O / O ( 2 x 2) / Ru (0001) − EO ( 2 x 2) / Ru (0001) − E Hisol2O )

(1)

where E H 2O / O ( 2 x 2) / Ru ( 0001) is the energy of the optimized system, E O ( 2 x 2) / Ru (0001)
corresponds to the energy of the relaxed O(2x2)/Ru(0001) surface calculated in the
same conditions (k-points, cutoff and unit cell), and E Hisol2O the energy of the relaxed
water monomer isolated in vacuum with the same 4x4 supercell. Taken into account the

different sources of uncertainty we estimate an error bar for the calculated adsorption
energies of ~10 meV.
The STM simulations were performed using the Tersoff-Hamann17,
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approximation.

3. Experimental Method
The experiments were performed using a home-built low temperature scanning
tunneling microscope (STM).19 The base pressure in the STM chamber was <2 x 10-11
Torr, and all data were collected at 6 K using electrochemically etched W tips. A single
crystal Ru(0001) sample was initially cleaned by a few cycles of Ar ion sputtering and
annealing to 1500 K. In order to remove carbon impurities, cycles of heating and
cooling from 750 K to 1500 K were performed in an O2 pressure of 1x10-7 Torr. The
sample was finally flash-annealed to 1650 K in order to remove the excess O. After
cleaning the sample, O2 gas was leaked into the chamber at a pressure of 1x10-8 Torr
for 60 seconds (0.6 Langmuir). This produced a (2x2)-O superstructure, as determined
by STM before dosing water.
Water was dosed through a leak valve with a dosing tube pointing at the sample.
The source was Milli-Q water in a glass tube further purified by repeated cycles of
freezing, pumping and thawing prior to introduction into the chamber. In the STM body,
the sample was heated when necessary with a resistor mounted near the sample plate,
and the temperature controlled with a Si diode mounted between the resistor and the
sample.

4. Results and Discussion

A. Calculation of the optimal adsorption geometry

To obtain the most stable water adsorption configuration structural optimizations
were carried out starting with the water molecule placed 2 Å above each of the high
symmetry sites of the 2x2 unit cell of the relaxed O(2x2)/Ru(0001) surface, Ru-top (T),
fcc-hollow (F) and hcp-hollow (H), as shown in Figure 1. The molecule was initially

oriented with its dipole parallel to the substrate or with one hydrogen pointing upwards
from the surface. All six initial states are shown in Figure 1. After relaxation, only
configuration T.1 maintains its initial adsorption site and orientation, with a slight
upward displacement of the molecule of 0.37 Å from its initial height. Water
configuration T.2 reoriented parallel to the surface after relaxation, ending up with an
orientation and adsorption height similar to T.1. The same final configuration was
obtained when starting with the configurations shown in H.1 and H.2, i.e., the molecules
moved spontaneously along the surface to the adjacent top site, keeping the dipole also
parallel to the surface. Hence we can conclude that the “top-site/parallel-oriented”
configuration, with a distance of 2.37 Å between the Ru atom and the O atom is the
optimum one. The adsorbed water molecule forms extended hydrogen bonds of 2.38 Å
with the surface oxygen atoms (see Figure 2 (b)). The adsorption energy for this optimal
structure is Eads = 590 meV, at the coverage of 0.25 ML. The structures F.1 and F.2 in
Figure 1, where the water molecules were placed on an fcc site, move up to ~3.5 Å
above the Ru topmost layer during relaxation, while keeping the same adsorption site.
However, the molecule has negligible adsorption energy on these fcc configurations.
We also checked that the preferred adsorption site and geometry does not change
appreciably when increasing the lateral extension of the supercell. For example, for a
water coverage of 0.0625 ML (see also Figure 4 below) the molecules lie in the “topsite/parallel” configuration, although at a slightly lower height over the substrate (2.28
Å) and forming two extended hydrogen bonds of 2.42 Å. This coverage can be
considered as representing an isolated monomer. Its calculated adsorption energy of 616
meV is just 26 meV higher than at 0.25 ML. As we will see below for an intermediate
coverage of 0.125 ML, our calculated adsorption energy is 624 meV, i.e. almost
identical to the 0.0625 ML case.

It is interesting to compare the characteristics of the water adsorption on the
oxygen covered and clean Ru(0001) surfaces. We thus studied the adsorption of water
on clean Ru(0001) at 0.25 ML coverage using the same computational parameters as in
the O(2x2)/Ru(0001) case. We found that the molecule also sits on a Ru-top position,
2.32 Å above the substrate, with the molecular plane almost parallel to the surface, with
an adsorption energy Eads = 370 meV, in good agreement with previously reported
values.1, 7, 20 An illustration of the optimised adsorption geometries of water on clean
Ru(0001) and on O(2x2)/Ru(0001) is shown in Figure 2. In both cases, the molecule sits

approximately at the same distance from the substrate Ru atoms, and keeps the same
values of OH bond length and bond angle.
The different adsorption energies in clean Ru(0001) and O(2x2)/Ru(0001)
surfaces can be attributed to the hydrogen bonding with the chemisorbed oxygen atoms
in the O(2x2)/Ru(0001) surface, with each bond contributing 110 meV to the adsorption
energy. It is interesting to note that, although the hydrogen bond length with the
chemisorbed O of the O(2x2)/Ru(0001) is significantly longer than in other hydrogen
bonded systems, the energy gain associated with the hydrogen bonding is similar. This
is probably an indication of the strong polarization of the chemisorbed oxygen atoms in
the O(2x2)/Ru(0001) surface.
The considerable increase in adsorption energy on the O(2x2) surface with
respect to clean Ru could explain the larger stability of water against dissociation in the
former case.8 In addition to increasing the binding energy, the chemisorbed O atoms in
the O(2x2)/Ru(0001) provide a preferential orientation to the adsorbed water molecules
which is absent in the case of clean Ru(0001).

B. Comparison with experimental STM images

To determine the adsorption sites of water in the experimental STM images the
different high symmetry sites in the surface need to be identified, which is usually not a
trivial task. Fortunately, in the O(2x2)/Ru(0001) superstructure, this can be done by
studying the dependence of the STM images on the tunnelling parameters, as shown in
previous work.15,
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The calculated images in Figure 3 show the change of relative

contrast between top and fcc sites for different bias polarities. For positive sample bias
the top sites appear brighter than fcc sites but for negative bias voltage the contrast is
reversed. The experimental images agree very well with this bias dependent contrast
behaviour, providing a complete determination of the adsorption site.

The panel (a) in Figure 4 shows an experimental STM image for water adsorbed
at low coverage on O(2x2)/Ru(0001),with a simulated image of water in a 4x4 supercell
(corresponding to a coverage of 0.0625 ML) in the panel (b). Water molecules appear as
bight protrusions. The registry of the adsorbed water molecules with the substrate was
determined from the previously identified sites in the STM images, as described above.
The blue dots in (a) panel of Figure 4 highlight all the Ru top sites in the surface. The

bright spots far from the water molecules can be unambiguously identified as the Ru top
sites exposed inside the O(2x2) unit cell. One can see that, at least at low temperatures,
the water molecules always sit on those Ru top sites.

C. Interaction between water molecules

To check the effect of different arrangements of neighboring molecules in the
energetics of the adsorption we increased the water coverage to 0.125 ML by placing a
second monomer in the 4x4 supercell. Our simulations indicate that both molecules
relax to similar “top-site/parallel” adsorption geometries. Four non-equivalent
configurations were obtained depending on the relative orientation of the two monomers
in the cell. Panels (a), (b) and (c) in Figure 5 show the most stable of those
arrangements. In these configurations the molecules lay 2.28 Å over top Ru sites,
keeping their “extended” hydrogen bonds with the oxygen atoms underneath (oxygen
atoms chemisorbed to the substrate) in the range of 2.35 to 2.50 Å. Thus we can
conclude that the energy differences between different configurations are due to the
interaction between neighbouring molecules. Configuration (a) corresponds to the
optimum relative orientation of nearest-neighbour molecular dipoles, with 624 meV per
molecule. Configuration (b) is 25 meV less stable, and configuration (c) is the least
stable one, with 584 meV per molecule.
We can correlate the stability of the different configurations with the repulsion
between hydrogen atoms in neighboring water molecules. In case (a), the closest
distance between the hydrogen atoms is 4.81 Å, whereas this separation is reduced to
3.77 Å and 3.83 Å in the configurations (b) and (c) respectively (see Figure 5). Two
water molecules are bound to the same oxygen atom in configurations (b) and (c) (one
shared oxygen in (b) and two in (c)), resulting in a smaller H-H distance. Besides this
purely geometric effect, the “sharing” of oxygen atoms can also affect the stability of
the long water-oxygen hydrogen bonds. This could cause a further reduction of the
adsorption energy in these configurations.
Figure 6 displays an experimental STM image that shows a tendency of the
adsorbed water molecules to form short linear row structures at intermediate coverage,
rather than denser two-dimensional patches. This is consistent with our observation that
at 0.25 ML coverage the adsorption energy of water is lower than in more dilute layers.
The calculated energy difference between structures at 0.125 and 0.0625 ML also

indicates a small attractive interaction, ~8 meV, between neighbouring molecules. It is
not clear however that this is strong enough to be responsible for the formation of rows.
The inset of Figure 6 shows the simulated STM image for configuration (a) of Figure 5.
It is hardly distinguishable from the simulated STM images corresponding to
configurations (b) and (c). This illustrates the difficulty to obtain detailed information
about the relative orientation of the molecules in the experimental images.

D. Formation of dimers

We have also studied a fourth configuration at 0.125 ML coverage. It is
displayed in panel (d) in Figure 5. In this structure pairs of water molecules form a
hydrogen bonded water dimer on the surface. Configurations (a) and (d) of Figure 5 are
energetically almost degenerate with an adsorption energy of 624 meV per water
molecule. The calculated adsorption energy of the adsorbed dimer relative to the freestanding one is 1.01 eV (505 meV per molecule). The difference between these two
values, 238 meV or 119 meV per water molecule, gives the binding energy due to the
hydrogen bond within the water dimer. We have also checked the stability of this
structure against desorption of one of the molecules forming the dimer. The energy cost
to desorb the highest molecule is 632 meV, showing clearly that both molecules have
quite similar binding energies in this configuration. Thus, co-existence of water dimers
and monomers on the O(2x2)/Ru(0001) surface is plausible due to the almost
degenerate adsorption energies. The inset of Figure 7 shows a simulated STM image for
a system in which a water monomer and dimer are co-adsorbed on the same 4x4 unit
cell. The dimers appear as brighter protrusions than the monomers, which reflect the
topography of the system: one of the molecules forming the dimer sits 3.63 Å above the
substrate, while the height of the adsorbed water monomer is just 2.28 Å. Many
experimental STM images (see Figure 7) show bright spots that could be assigned to
dimers according to the theoretical calculations. Unfortunately, besides the topographic
contrast there is not sufficiently strong experimental evidence at the moment to confirm
the assignment. An important observation in connection to these brighter spots is that
they were only seen after annealing the sample to approximately 180 K, which is close
to the desorption temperature. This could indicate that the formation of dimers requires
overcoming relatively large energetic barriers. One could also assign the bright dots to
water monomers that are adsorbed in configurations different from the most stable “top-

site/parallel” geometry. This, however, seems quite improbable for two reasons: i) the
only alternative geometry found in our calculations has an almost negligible adsorption
energy and, ii) when the substrate is imaged after dosing at low temperature (~25 K), no
bright dots are seen and fuzzy lines, most probably due to unstable molecules being
dragged by the tip, appeared instead.
Increasing the water coverage leads to the formation of (2x2) patches of water as
the coverage approaches 0.25 ML, as shown in Figure 8. This structure is observed to
be stable at temperatures up to 180 K.

E. Higher water coverage

We have also explored theoretically the possible existence of other structures
corresponding to higher water coverage. For example we have placed a second water
molecule on the same 2x2 unit cell, corresponding to 0.5 ML. In this structure no Ru top
sites are available for adsorption of the second molecule. Therefore, it cannot adopt the
characteristic “top-site/parallel” structure of the monomers at low coverage. We found
that the second water molecule prefers to form a hydrogen bond with the preadsorbed
molecule rather than to bind to Ru hcp or fcc sites. The water molecules at 0.5 ML
therefore adopt a dimer configuration whose optimised geometry is shown in Figure 9
(a), along with the corresponding simulated STM image on panel (b). The second water
molecule sits at 3.61 Å, forming one hydrogen bond of 2.12 Å with the oxygen atom
underneath and another hydrogen bond of 1.67 Å with the first monomer. Furthermore,
the pre-adsorbed monomer also varies its orientation, tilting its atomic plane slightly in
order to optimize the hydrogen bond, with an O-H distance of 1.73 Å to one of the
surface oxygen atoms. The adsorption energy (per water molecule) for this relaxed
configuration is 599 meV, comparable to the 590meV value found for the monomers at
0.25ML.

Experimentally the highest coverage investigated was slightly above 0.25 ML.
The STM images are composed by fuzzy lines superimposed on the stable (2x2) water
pattern on the O(2x2) overlayer. These lines are due to the tip dragging molecules on
the surface. The lack of observed ordered structures above 0.25 ML seems to indicate
that a large energy barrier needs to be overcome in order to generate structures like that
depicted in Figure 9 (a).

5. Conclusions

Density functional calculations show that water monomers preferentially sit on the
Ru-top sites in the unit cell of the O(2x2)/Ru (0001) surface. This adsorption site has
been experimentally confirmed using the distinct and characteristic voltage dependence
of the STM images on O(2x2)/Ru (0001). The water molecular dipole is oriented almost
parallel to the surface and the H atoms point towards the surface O atoms forming
extended hydrogen bonds. The additional hydrogen bonding increases the adsorption
energy with respect to that on clean Ru(0001) surface. The calculated adsorption energy
per water molecule is in the range 590-624 meV, with a weak dependence on coverage
from 0.0625 to 0.5 ML. In both experimental and calculated STM images, the water
molecules are imaged as protrusions. At water coverage below 0.25 ML, a tendency to
form rows is experimentally observed. Theoretically the interaction energy between
neighbour water molecules, as deduced from the variation of the adsorption energy with
coverage, is small. However, it is interesting to note that the highest adsorption energy
found in our calculations corresponds to 0.125 ML coverage (configuration (a) in Figure
5). This optimal structure consists of parallel rows of water monomers with preferred
relative orientation and with a separation between rows of 4.7 Å. Our calculations also
show that water dimers have a similar stability as the monomers. The dimers appear as
noticeably brighter dots in the simulated STM images. Although pronounced dots can
be also found in many experimental images, the evidence for the existence of such
dimers in the surface under the present experimental conditions is not firm enough and
needs further investigation. It has to be noted in particular that the bright dots only
appear in samples that have been annealed at temperatures close to the desorption
temperature. In general, as the coverage increases we can expect a large number
structure with similar energies, as happens in other water covered surfaces.21 Molecular
dynamic simulations at finite temperature would help to understand this regime.
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CAPTIONS

FIG 1. Schematic drawing of the six initial configurations of water adsorbed on the unit
cell of O(2x2)/Ru(0001). T, H and F indicate top, hcp and fcc adsorption sites
respectively. The numbers 1 and 2 correspond molecular plane orientations that are
nearly parallel vertical (H-upwards) with respect to the surface, respectively. The large
red circles represent the substrate oxygen atoms pre-adsorbed on hcp sites; green circles
represent the Ru atoms in the topmost layer (top sites), and blue circles Ru atoms on the
second layer (hcp sites).

FIG 2. Adsorption geometries of water on Ru(0001) (a) and on O(2x2)/Ru(0001) (b).
Green circles indicate Ru atoms in the topmost layer (top sites) and blue circles Ru
atoms in the second layer (hcp sites). Red and white circles represent oxygen and
hydrogen atoms respectively. The same colour code is kept in all the figures.

FIG 3.

Experimental (a and c) and theoretical (b and d) STM images of

O(2x2)/Ru(0001) before water adsorption showing different contrast at different bias
polarities: ±0.75 V for experiment and ±0.40 V for the simulation. In panels (b) and (d)
the positions of the Ru atoms in the topmost (green) and second (blue) layer are
schematically indicated. The red dot corresponds to the chemisorbed hcp oxygen atom.
Notice that, at positive bias, top Ru sites appear brighter, whereas at high enough
negative bias the brightest spots correspond to the fcc sites. This contrast reversal makes
possible the identification of the different adsorption sites using STM. The difference
between fcc and top sites is larger at positive polarities, both in the experimental (a) and
simulated (b) STM images.

FIG 4. (a): experimental STM image at a constant current of 100 pA and an applied
voltage of 200 meV. Brightest dots correspond to adsorbed water molecules and the
weaker spots to the topmost Ru atoms in the O(2x2)/Ru(0001) substrate. A lattice of
blue dots has been superimposed to mark the positions of the Ru atoms in the first layer.
(b): simulated STM image for 0.0625 ML of water adsorbed with 4x4 periodicity on the
O(2x2)/Ru(0001) surface at constant current; the bias voltage is 400 meV.

FIG 5. Different water configurations at 0.125 ML coverage after relaxation. Structures
(a), (b) and (c) are formed by parallel rows of water monomers with different
orientations relative to each other, and with respect to the direction of the row. In these
configurations water molecules adsorb 2.28-2.29 Å above a Ru atom in topmost layer
and forms long (2.37-2.54 Å) hydrogen bonds with oxygen atoms in the substrate.
Structure in panel (d) is formed by water dimers. One of the molecules in the dimer has
its oxygen placed at 2.22 Å over a top Ru site, and is hydrogen bonded to a surface
oxygen atom (2.22 Å O-H bond length) and to the adjacent molecule (1.62 Å). The
adjoined molecule keeps its oxygen atom 3.63 Å above the Ru topmost layer, and it is
also hydrogen bonded to the oxygen atom below (1.76 Å).

FIG 6. Experimental STM image taken at 6 K, at a constant current of 47 pA and an
applied bias voltage of 70 mV. The sample was previously annealed to 140 K. Inset
(lower left): Simulated STM image for configuration (a) of fig. 5, corresponding to
0.125 ML of water adsorbed on the O(2x2)/Ru (0001) surface for an applied voltage of
+150 meV (image scale is larger than the experimental one). A schematic diagram of
the adsorption geometry is also included.

FIG 7. Experimental STM image take at 6 K at a constant current of 100 pA and an
applied voltage of 100 mV. The sample had been previously annealed to 180 K. The
dashed blue circles enclose brighter spots that are tentatively assigned to be dimers, by
comparison with theoretical STM images, like the one shown in the inset. The inset
displays a constant current simulated STM image for one dimer and one monomer
adsorbed on a 2x2 unit cell of the O(2x2)/Ru(0001) surface for an applied voltage of
+150 meV. The dimer is much brighter than the monomer.

FIG 8. Experimental STM images of a O(2x2)-Ru(0001) surface with a water coverage
of 0.18 ML, close to the saturation of the p(2x2) phase, acquired at 6 K. (a): large scan
area (20x20 nm) showing (2x2) patches of water. Acquired at constant current of 95 pA
and an applied bias voltage of -220 mV, after annealing to 140 K. (b): Enlarged view
(3x3 nm) of a local p(2x2) structure of water molecules taken at 83 pA and 50 mV.

FIG 9. (a) Calculated water configuration at 0.5 ML coverage. The structure is formed
by dimers in which one of the molecules has its oxygen 2.26 Å above a Ru top site and
it is hydrogen bonded to one of the surface oxygen atoms (2.12 Å O-H bond length) and
to the adjacent water molecule (1.67 Å). The second molecule adsorbs 3.61 Å above the
Ru topmost layer, and it is hydrogen bonded to the substrate oxygen atom right below
(1.73 Å). (b) Simulated STM image of the corresponding configuration. Applied
voltage: +150 meV. A schematic diagram of the adsorption geometry is also included.
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